
WYMONDHAMCOLLEGE CONTINGENT CCF

BAOR CAMP 25th August to 2nd September

Movement Order and Final Arrangements

Nominal Roll

CSM Smith-Evans, S/Sgt Sturman, Sgt McKinley, Sgt Ramsay, Sgt Kett, PO Booty,

Cpl Schofield, Cpl Waring, Cpl Greenwood, Cpl Marples, Cpl Mullins, Cdt Fuller ,

Cat . Trevethick .

Captain Staveley will be in charge of the party .

Times . The party will meet at Wymondham College

between 1700 and 1900 hrs . Accommodation will be

25th August

Leave College	O740 hrs .

Norwich Thorpe

	

dep 0820 hrs

Change raningtree

Harwich

	

arr 0940 hrs

Harwich

	

dep 1200hrs

Hook of Holland

	

arr 1815 hrs

dep 1935 hrs

Munchen Gladbach

	

arr 2222 hrs

2nd September We shall leave Munchen Gladbach at 0755hrs and arrive at College

at 2120 hrs .

Cost The return fare is £8.18s and cheques made payable to Wymondham College CCF

should be sent to Captain Staveley, Wymondham College as soon as possible after

receipt of this order .

Pocket Money, You are permitted to take out of the country £15 in sterling . We

are hoping to organise at least one longish trip, possibly to Amsterdam and this

will have to be paid for by you Therefore earmark at least £1-10s for this purpose .

Camp Address

	

Wymondham College Contingent

Training Wing

16th Signals Regiment

BFPO 35

BAOR

Clothing The party will travel in Civilian clothes . You will need however your

BD complete and also Combat Clothing which will be issued on the 24th to those

who have not already been issued . You will also need washing kit, and the usual

changes of clothing. Swimming kit,

Record of Service Books All those in possession of these should bring them along

fully signed up . Otherwise I shall need a letter from all parents authorising

their sons to take part in training with BAOR, at the same time as the cheques please .

PASSPORTS are essential,

CPL . SCHOFIELD Report as soon as you receive this what your arrangements for

return travel to UK are . If you wish to return with the remainder of the party

this can be arranged if you let, me know immediately . Address reply to Bardon,

Garveston, Norwich NOR29X .

on the evening of the 24th Aug .

arranged at the College .

	Captain
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